Raising the bar of **excellence** for enterprise devices and services.

Android Enterprise Recommended gives businesses confidence in selecting, deploying and managing Android devices and services that meet elevated enterprise requirements.

Spend less time searching, evaluating and trouble-shooting and more time building out a successful mobility program that meets your business needs. With Android Enterprise Recommended, there’s a simple way for businesses to find the best devices and services and put them to work in a consistent manner.

Android Enterprise Recommended establishes best practices and common requirements, backed by a rigorous testing process conducted by Google.

The program currently highlights devices that meet Android Enterprise Recommended specifications.

Select with confidence

- Thorough testing of requirements conducted by Google
- Business-ready features
- Unlocked device availability

Deploy with consistency

- Bulky enrollment options including Android zero-touch enrollment
- Unified work environment
- Streamlined provisioning flows

Stay current with updates

- 90-day security updates
- Controlled system updates
- Predictable major upgrades
Device Requirements

Device requirements
- Minimum hardware specifications
- N+ required
- Unlocked device availability
- +1 dessert upgrades

Bulk device enrollment
- Zero-touch
- QR code

Security
- 90-day security patch updates

User experience
- Consistent application experience within the Android work profile and on managed devices

for a full list of requirements, visit android.com/enterprise/recommended/requirements

Benefits

IT buyers
- Rely on the Android Enterprise Recommended badge as a general sign of trustworthiness.
- Expect specific features and be confident that users will get a consistent, high performance experience.
- Be assured devices are available unlocked without carrier or regional restrictions.
- Receive more value from devices that stay up to date.

IT admins
- Support and troubleshoot devices with more certainty at a lower cost because hardware and software features are consistent.
- Spend less time deploying devices allowing more time for other priorities.
- Deploy patches regularly for the latest security vulnerabilities
- Work with the latest OS features and exert more control over updates

Users
- Work easier without having to deal with duplicate versions of apps
- Enjoy a streamlined provisioning process so setup is faster, simpler
- Be more productive using devices with the latest OS features

Get started today
For more information, visit android.com/enterprise/recommended
Or view Android Enterprise Recommended devices and services at androidenterprisepartners.withgoogle.com